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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach using hierarchical
shuchue with different feature sets to classify the audio
signals efficiently into audio events. Most of the past
researches focused on the speech (male, female), music
(different genre) and environment sound (noise). To further
differentiate the environment sound, this work studies the
feature selection and classification. Different fiom that of
other methods, the audio signals in our work are segmented
into different length perceptually. So human can also
recognize a sound based on the short segments. A topdown tree stlucture with the selected features is designed to
classify the audio events while each node is a support
vector machine trained as a classifier. Experiments show
the robustness and efficiency of the method with a small
set of training database.

1. Introduction
Audio signals together with video play important role to
tell people what is hkppening in the scene. Sometimes
audio signals can provide more accurate information than
video signals and sometimes audio information may be the
only clue for an event. F a example a person screaming can
tell that something unusual happens while fiom video
signal it may be hard to recognize any abnonnal activity.

no enongh training samples, the KNN method can't
generate good result compared to the hierarchical
classification [SI.
To form a hierarchical tree structnre classification, two
approaches can be used. One is the topdown (TD)
approach and the other is bottom-up (BU) approach. To
compare, those two methods have different advantages.
The TLY approach can provide some intermediate
information and need less storage for the classifiers and
BU approach is generally fister but need to store more
classfiers [5,8], which are further discussed in Section 4.

In this work we studied the audio event classification using
support vector machine (SVM) [lo], which is proved to be
a robust classifier based on examples, and the topdown
hierarchical structure for classification of 7 audio events,
i.e., Screming, Ciying, speech (Mole), speech (Fmole),
Laughing, hocking, Explosion. Later the 6rst capital of
the name will be used for each class. With SVM, we
deployed the e5ciency of using different audio features
for audio event classification. Fnrther a TD hierarchical
structure is generated based on the binary S V M results.
Figure 1 showsthe flowchart of the system
Classification

Tree structure
learning

One study related to the audio event classification is on the
auditory scene analysis that is to r e c m an environment
using audio informaton only [1,2]. However, its focus is to
recognize the context environment instead of the audio
events, in which we are more interested.
Besides the effort on auditory scene recognition, more
research works are focusing on the efficient indexing and
retrieval of audio data due to the large amount of music,
speech and other sound clips available today for human to
browse [3,4,5]. In the same time audio classification has
also attracted much interest from researchers for speech
and music classification, musical genre classification and
some other sounds [6,5,7].

One way to classify sounds into multiple classes is based
on the nearest neighbor method, where a distance measure
must he obtained for two samples. However when there are
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Fig 1 Audio event classification
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews the
feature extraction for audio signals. Section 3 briefs the
SVM for multi-class classification. Section 4 describes the
tree structure formation for multiple audio event
classification. Section 5 gives the experimental results and
conclusion.

2. Audio Features
The objective of feature extraction is to transform the
original acoustic wave into more representative and
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yi~{l,-l}.is the label of xi, yi=l means a positive
example, -1 means a negative example.

distinguishable data for comparison. For our purpose, here
we only consider the features extracted 6om short audio
segments.

In order to cope with multi-class issue, many methods
were proposed in the literature to transform the multi-class
problem into a series of binary-class problem [12].
Typically two approaches are stated as one-against-all
SVM and one-against-one SVM in the training phase. The
former constructs a SVM for each class, where all the
samples in this class are labeled as positive example and
all samples in other classes are labeled as negative
example.

Before the features are extracted the signal is divided into
short time frames of 25ms, with a 50% overlapping
between the neighboring 6'ames. For each category of
audio events, a iked length of the signal is used to extract
the wfiole feature vector, for example we use 1.5s segment
for the feature extraction of explosion. TO get the
consistent feature, all the audio signals are sampled at
1I&.

In this work we studied the features both in time domain
and frequency domain [ll] for the S V M classification.
However we found that only the Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) and the derivative are more useful for
the event classification.

Then a critical issue is how to decide the final
classification result with all the SVMs. One method is by
voting strategy, where multiple votes 6om SVMs are
counted for each class after the outputs Kx) of all of the
SVMs are calculated The highest vote for a class indicates
that it is the best. h o t h e r way to use the class with the
largest value of the decision function Kx) as the final
result. However, as pointed in 1131, these methods may
have the problem of inconsistent output. There exist
possible contradictory voting and the value of the function
Kx) for different S V M s are also in different scale. It is
sometimes hard to classify a sample.

The MFCC is so called Mel-scaled Jiequency cepstral
coefficient, which represents the human perception of the
6equency of sound. The subjective pitch of a sound is
measured on a Me1 scale, emphasizing the mid-kquency
bands in proportion to their perceptual importance [ll].
First a Hamming window is used to get a frme of the
audio, followed by a discrete cosine tr;msfonn (DCT). The
log of the power spectrum of the DCT is scaled by
weighting with a Mel-scale. Then a further DCT is used to
transform (reduce) the Mel-weighted spechvm into the low
dimensional feature vector.

Another approach to the multi-class decision is to form a
decision tree, such as the DAGSVM [14] and bottom-up
tree [9], which are fast for the multi-class classification. To
classify a sample in the case of N-class, only N-1
comparisons are needed. However it has the same
inconsistency problem like the one-agaimt-one SVM, the
result depends on the order of the pair to be compared for
some samples.

The above process can generate a 13-dimension vector for
each frame comprising of 12 MFCCs with a normalized
log energy component. The log-energy part is calculated by
taking the log of the s u m ofthe squared data samples. Two
sets of features are implemented using MFCCS. First a 13dimension feature vector of MFCCs and second, a 3 6
dimension feature vector, including the 12 MFCCs and its
first and second derivatives (Delta-MFCCs). Other audio
featwes such as zero-crossing-rate (ZCR) and fimdamental
frequency can be found in [ll].

In this paper we consider to construct a topdown decision
tree for the multi-class classification that will form the
structure by learning from the examples.

4. Decision Tree Construction
One way to construct a decision tree is based on the
physical meaning behind the classes. In the music genre
classification [5], it is natural to classify speech and music
jkt. Then in the music class, it is divided into Classical,
Country, Jaz, HipHop etc. In genre Classical, the audio is
further divided into different instruments, such as Choir,
Piona, Orchestra etc. based on the musical knowledge.

Usually there are many frames in an audio segment, which
is to be classified into an event. In the above calculation, a
2s segment of audio has 157 M e s , 13 coefficientswhich
totals to a feature size of 2041 while for delta MFCCs with
36 coefficients, 157 frames will total to a feature size of
5652 coefficients. So the total features of the audio
segment are still too many for later use to train the
classifier. Here, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
adopted to reduce dimensionality and noise on these high
dimensional features.

3. Multi-Class SVMS
Originally a support vector machine is designed for binary
classification [15]. A discriminant function Kx) is learned
fiom the two-class examples, so that Kq)yi>o, where

In some cases however it is not clear which classes should
be clustered together, for example in the application of
audio surveillance, where there is little domain knowledge
available due to it is a new research area or lack of the
expertise. Randomly clustering may not provide a good
interpretation for the tree structure. Considering this, we
develop a learning process here for the automatic tree
construction.
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Given a N-class problem, and N sets of labeled training
samples {XI,
X,, .._,
XN},a topdown decision &e can he
learned by a series of binary SVMs. We start kom the
one-against-all SVMs. So totally N SVMs can be
constructed based on a feature vector, such as the ZCR,
MFCC or delta-MFCC. To balance the training samples for
each SVM, we limit the number of negative samples, so
the two classes have almost the same numher of the
training samples.

5. Experiments
We have collected the sound clips tkom difFerent sources,
such as web sites, movie and audio. Totally 7 categories,
296 clips are collected for the experiments. To simply the
data, we selected those data that human can distinguish.
The tree sfnctwe, the classification confusion matrix and
the accuracy are reported here.

With a testing data sef we can evaluate the SVMs
pdormance and adjust the partition of the data with the
rules to partition the samples with minimum errors.
Assume for a SVM, a testing set with M =
M1+M2+...+MN samples for the N classes, M, is the
testing samples in class i. We can have the probability
measure for the classification: Pk = {P+, P-). P+=(pk),
P-=(pi, i=1,2,_.,
N , ifk), where pi =Mi' / M,.
is the number of samples in class i classified correctly.
Usually for a oneagainst-all SVM, assuming that the k-th
class is the positive class initially, we should have at least
pkX.5. For all i#k, if 1-pi > a, a small positive value,
which means that more than a percent of this negative class
are classified as positive class, we will put all these classes
together to the positive class k to train the SVM using the
training set again The error rate for this SVM(k) is then

o
r
n N one-against-all SVMs and iterating the
Starting h
above process i f ~ ~ ( t F z ~ ( tuntil
- 1 ) nk(t-1>nk(t)CD or VN,,
it w
ill end to N new SVMS using the above process. So the
6rst SVM on the root of the tree to partition the N-class is
the r-th S V M that

Now we have a S V M that partion all the data into two
classes. Within each class, the same process can be
repeated to fmd the best SVM to partition the data linther
until each class contains only one audio event. A decision
tree is built now for the multi-class S V M classification.
Up to now we did not consider the audio features' impact
for the classification. To evaluate the impact of the
features, we tested each S V M tkom the root using difFerent
features, which results in SVMs of possible diBerent
partitions with that feature vectors. The error rates of all
the SVM at the same node in the tree are compared, the
feature f(i) and the SVM&) are selected so that
(3)

The h a 1 hierarchical structure is a SVM tree, where at
each node we try to find a SVM that can partition the data
with minimummor.

5.1 Data preparation
To classify data using SVM, the data feature should he
extracted in the same sue. However in the audio event
classification, an audio event may last only a very short
time, from which we hope the system is also viable. Here
we segment the clip into 1 to 2s segments based on that the
c a t e g q of the segment can still be distinctively
recognized by human. The list below shows the audio
segment length for each class.
class
IE I K ( L ( S I C l M I F
Length(s) (1.5 1 1 1 2 1 2 11.5 12 12
Since the minimum lengths are different, we need to
calculate features based on the segments of different
lengths for each SVM. For example, to distinguish a
Scream tkom others, all audio segmenb cropped from the
original clips are 2s. The 1s length segment is used for
Knock detection. Most of computation is used in the
calculation of MFCC, for which the window size is h e d .
So the calculation of the whole feature vector is s t i l l in real
time.

To train SVM, both positive and negative samples are
needed. To balance these two types of samples, we keep
numbers of them in the same m g e by randomly add or
delete h m the training set. The testing samples are
extracted kom testing clips which are different with those
clips in the mining set. To validate the generalization of
the method, we will use the leave-ten-out approach to cross
validate the result.

5.2 Decision tree for classification
For space reason, the result using other audio features are
omitted since they are not so effective for the audio
classification. Here only the MFCC and Delta-MFCC are
discussed
The initial one-against-all SVM result is shown in Table 1.
The left column is the SVMs trained using trainiing data.
The figure in the table is the percentage of the testing
samples of a class being classified as the positive class.
With the example of Explosion SVM, where 70% of
Explosion testing samples are classified correctly as
Explosion bositive), non Laughing (0%) samples are
classified as Explosion correctly and 35% Male speech
testing samples are classified wrongly as positive samples,
i.e. Explosion.
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constructed by refinina the SVMs U S ~ Kdifferent mom
- - of
audio, feature-set,a n d k t h different audio length.

Table 1. Testing resnlt of the one-aeainst-all SVMs
I

I

One related work uses the confusion matrix to obtain a two

. stage hierarchical multi-class classification [16], which is
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built from a nayve Bavesian classifier. Different from thaL
we did not try to us; the confusion matrix directly but
proposed a multi-stage classifier by taking care the merge
of classes at each node in a decision tree. So there is no
voting or maximum-win in lata decision stage.
Table 3. Testing result of the hierarchical tree classifier

The new result sowing from the initial one-against-all
SVMs using the proposed decision tree is shown in Table
2, but with different features.

Audio
class

Audio segments for testing
E
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Table 2. Testing result of the SVMs after tuning
by the Decision tree. The "(d)" following the
audio event indicates the andio featnre is DeltaMFCC.Otherwise the featnre is MFCC.
svM

Testing S V M classification (%)
P

I

r

I Y I P I F l M I P

With the tree structure we can see that Screaming is the
most distinguishable event from others. It can be classified
at the root node. Aller that, the events of Explosion,
Knocking and Crying are grouped together in the tree. We
The decision tree associated with the result from Table 2 is
shown in Fig 2. At the root a S V M trained by using only
the Scream clips as positive samples and all the others are
the negative sample, with Delta-MFCC as the feahm
vector. At the second level, Knock, Explosion and Crying
are distinguished from Laughing and Male and Female
speech with MFCC featnre vector. The figure explains the
other brancbes in the same way.

5.3 Results
To test the tree classifcation using SVM, a testing set
dif€erent from those used for training the SVM and tuning
the tree smcture are used We randomly take 20 (in fact
3x20 segments considering the varying length) audio
segments from each class for the testing. Totally we have
140 segments for the test. Table 3 shows the confusion
matrix using the decision tree of Fig 2. From the table the
accuracy of the tree is 132/140=44.29%. Frnther a leave
ten-out testing shows an accuracy of 92.14% (387/420)
using the proposed method.

6. Analysis and Conclusion

.male

In this paper a new approach is proposed to learn a
decision tree for audio event recognition and the
preliminary result is reported here. The decision tree is
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piinre 2. Topdown decision tree shveture for andio
event classification

also observed that the speech of Male and Female are
grouped together in the tree, as well as Laughing. By
hearing those clips, we find that there are some similarities
among them, which is revealed by these intermediate tree
node.
Different with other methods, here we use different
features at each node in order to obtain the optimal
classification at each level. One interesting observation is
that the Explosion and Crying are both perceptually
distinguishable at 1.5s and they are grouped together to the
end of the tree. Similar finding is on the speech signals
(Male and Female), shown in Fig 2.
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